Protection for all your devices against cyber threats

WithSecure™ Elements Endpoint Protection
Tomorrow’s security, delivered today

Cyber security never stops. New attackers, tactics, and threats emerge every day. Hackers will never stop discovering and deploying new ways to breach your defenses.

It means you can’t afford to slow down either – you don’t want to be an easy target. This is what makes cyber security so endlessly interesting and ruthlessly challenging all at once.

We are driven by that challenge.

WithSecure™ works tirelessly to stay one step ahead of the opposition. We know cyber security – and we are relentless.

Don’t just take our word for it. In recognition of our success, we have won the prestigious ‘Best Protection’ award from AV-Test multiple years in a row. It is just one of the many proof points demonstrating that we deliver the best possible security now and in the future.
Confidence through security

WithSecure™ Elements Endpoint Protection is the best, most comprehensive endpoint protection package on the market, designed from the ground up to solve your challenging business security needs.

It protects all your endpoints, from Windows and Mac to mobile devices, against threats like ransomware, data breaches and 0-day attacks, without requiring significant maintenance or management overhead.

WithSecure™ Elements Endpoint Protection includes built-in patch management for Windows and macOS as a standard feature, to reduce exposure to software vulnerabilities.

We are proven to provide superior and more consistent protection than our competitors, as verified by independent security experts. Thanks to our pioneering security technologies, such as real-time threat intelligence and advanced machine learning algorithms, we are always one step ahead of the attackers.
**Computer Protection**

- Powerful, layered, award-winning security for Windows & Mac computers.
- Includes patch management
- Uses advanced behavioral and heuristic analysis
- Leverages artificial intelligence and machine learning
- Outbreak control can adaptively change the security profile of your vulnerable device, based on its current security posture
- WithSecure™ Rollback allows you to restore original files and settings on a device following a malware attack

**Mobile Protection**

- Protect against malware and data loss on iOS and Android mobile devices.
- Protects devices against malware* and phishing
- Prevents data loss via stolen devices and Wi-Fi snooping
- Third-party MDM support available
- Browse securely and scan applications

* For Android only

**Server Protection**

- Protect your mission-critical communication, collaboration and data storage.
- Next generation protection for servers
- Server Share Protection continuously monitors files on your file shares, checking for malicious behaviour from connected devices, and prevents the files from being infected with ransomware
- Advanced behavioral analysis and heuristic analysis
- Fully integrated patch management
- Remotely managed firewall
- Application and device control

**Management Portal**

- Deploy, manage, and monitor everything through a single cloud-based console.
- Integrated patch management
- No server hardware required
- Full integration readiness for third-party management tools

WithSecure™ Elements – Reduce cyber risk, complexity and inefficiency
Get more. Do less.

**Better protection**
Get the best endpoint security solution on the market. Merging your endpoint security into one unified package nets you better, broader, and more cost-efficient protection.

“*We were looking for a holistic and simple approach to endpoint security and patch management and WithSecure™ came out not only the most cost-effective, but had the best pre-sales experience by far...*”

Andrew Williams, Infrastructure Engineer, Myers Group

**Easy set-up**
Cloud-based management, scalable deployment, and automatic removal of old security software makes deployment painless. AV-Comparatives found our endpoint installation "no more complicated than installing iTunes."

“*It's click and go! Easy to use and was pretty quick to install...*”

Mark Short, Senior Technologist, Howarth Litchfield

**Less overhead**
Save time and money with simplified security management, automatic client and database updates, and automated patch management.

“*We're really pleased with WithSecure's EPP... the online management portal is great – I can see and manage everything in one place.*”

Andrew Garton, Systems Administrator, Spaldings UK
Technical superiority

No servers needed
No need to invest in server hardware, software, or maintenance – all you need to manage your endpoint security is a browser.

Seamless SIEM/RMM/SOAR
Can be used as part of a larger security ecosystem, managed via a Security Information and Event Management (SIEM) solution, Remote Monitoring and Management (RMM) or a Security Orchestration, Automation and Response (SOAR) solution.

Pioneering Technologies
Build on multiple complementary layers of pioneering security technologies, including heuristic analysis, advanced machine learning, and real-time threat intelligence.

No need for IT security expertise
Designed to work without IT security expertise for cost efficient administration, freeing security experts and administrators to focus on more challenging and valuable tasks.

Superior Protection
Having won the annual ‘Best Protection’ award from AV-Test for business products 6 times, we can be trusted to consistently deliver the best security, now and in the future.
Computer protection

**WithSecure™ Elements Endpoint Protection** provides powerful and modern security for your Mac* and Windows endpoints. With tools like Patch Management and real-time threat intelligence provided through the WithSecure™ Security Cloud, your security rises to a whole new level. Computer Protection for Mac is designed specifically to compliment modern macOS security.

**Supported OS:** Windows 10, 11 | macOS: all versions supported by Apple

### Advanced anti-malware

Provides multi-engine detection capabilities. Offers better security than traditional solutions, without being reliant on a single technology.

### Deepguard

Offers proactive protection against 0-day malware and exploits through the use of heuristic and behavioral analysis.

### Dataguard**

Provides additional detection capabilities against ransomware, and prevents destruction and tampering of data.

### Security cloud

Our threat analysis and response systems provide our clients with real-time threat intelligence, allowing them to identify and respond to new threats as they emerge.

### Device control

Enables control over usb-based devices, preventing data loss and malware infections via them.

### Patch management

Blocks up to 80% of attacks by automatically patching Windows and Mac and 3rd party software vulnerabilities. Includes options for exclusions and manual updates.

### Web protection

Prevents access to malicious and phishing sites, blocks malicious scripts and content and provides elevated protection for business critical web activity.

### Application control**

Blocks execution of applications and scripts according to rules created by our penetration testers, or as defined by the admin.

### Endpoint Encryption

Provides you visibility and management capability** over your computers’ disc encryption status. Your Bitlocker recovery keys can be collected and available directly from WithSecure™ Elements Security Center.

*Available features vary by operating platform

**Available in computer protection premium
Mobile protection

WithSecure™ Elements Endpoint Protection gives you an easy way to secure and control your mobile devices, both iOS and Android, wherever they are. You get everything you need in one package: Wi-Fi protection, browsing protection, support for mobile device management, and VPN.

**Supported OS:** iOS 12.1 and later | Android 7.0 (Nougat) and later

---

**Mobile VPN**

Automatically encrypts (VPN) all traffic between mobile devices and a selected WithSecure™ service node, allowing safe use of public Wi-Fi and mobile networks.

**Lightweight client**

Heavy security functions are in the cloud, ensuring minimal impact on mobile performance and battery life.

**Ultralight anti-malware**

When the VPN is active, our service node protects the phones against malware and malicious content.

**Security cloud**

Our threat analysis and response systems provide our clients with real-time threat intelligence, allowing them to identify and respond to new threats as they emerge.

**Browsing protection**

Prevents users from accessing malicious and phishing websites, even before those are accessed.

**Faster browsing**

Increases browsing speed by up to 30% by using traffic compression and blocking resource-intensive online tracking and advertising.

**Device status**

Provides detailed information about the devices, such as vulnerable OS versions and whether they are rooted or not.

**External MDM**

Supports deployment via third-party MDM solutions, such as IBM Security MaaS360, Google Workspace MDM, Microsoft Intune and Miradore.

**Machine Learning**

Uses advanced AI classifiers trained to detect previously unseen malware strains.
Server protection

**WithSecure™ Elements Endpoint Protection** offers you the utmost security for your servers, while keeping them running at peak performance.

**Supported Platforms:** Microsoft Windows Server operating systems, Microsoft Windows Terminal Server, Citrix Server, Linux Server

### Advanced anti-malware

Advanced anti-malware platform that uses multi-engine detection capabilities, offering vastly better security without being reliant on a single technology.

### Deepguard

Offers proactive protection against 0-day malware and exploits through the use of heuristic and behavioral analysis.

### Patch management

Covers 2500+ server and 3rd party software, such as web browsers, Apache, BizTalk, Microsoft SQL, Flash, Java and many others.

### Security cloud

Our threat analysis and response systems provide our clients with real-time threat intelligence, allowing them to identify and respond to new threats as they emerge.

### Citrix

Adds full security stack support for citrix. Citrix ready certified.

### Server share protection

Prevents encryption of file shares by remote computers infected by ransomware, including ‘bring-your-own devices’ that are not managed by the organization.
WithSecure™ Elements Security Center

Everything in WithSecure™ Elements Endpoint Protection is managed through a single cloud-based console. This includes deployment, management and monitoring of all endpoint security components, their profiles and integrated tools – saving you time in management and maintenance tasks.

Supported browsers: Latest Firefox, Safari, Edge and Chrome.

Centralized management
Consolidates the management of all endpoint components and integrated tools into one cloud-based management console.

Hosted management portal
Does not require the installation of management servers or special software, works on any device. Fully html5 implemented.

Easy deployment
Endpoint security clients can be deployed by email, local installation, batch script, or a domain-based remote installation tool.

Uninstallation tool
Conflicting security solutions are automatically removed during deployment of windows clients, ensuring a smooth transition process.

Policy setting
Security policies can be created, customized, and assigned individually or in groups by using labels.

Automatic updates
Portal and clients automatically deploy product, security, and database updates, reducing maintenance work.

Extensive reporting
Detailed graphical reports, such as “most attacked clients” with threat details, vulnerability reports based on missing patches and more.

Management API
Supports integration via api to siem, rmm, soar or any other 3rd party auditing, management or reporting tool.
Best endpoint protection

In cyber security, consistent results are a sure sign of success. You need solutions from an experienced vendor that you can trust to protect your business for many years, not just today.

We are proud to have received 6 annual Best Protection Awards from AV-TEST, proving our consistent defense capabilities. To keep attackers at bay, WithSecure's endpoint protection solutions are constantly developed with the latest innovations and threat insights. Our many accolades and thousands of satisfied customer companies showcase our commitment to protect businesses around the world.
WithSecure™ Elements - Reduce cyber risk, complexity and inefficiency

WithSecure™ Elements Endpoint Protection is available as a standalone solution or as an integral capability in the modular WithSecure™ Elements cyber security platform.

Try it yourself today
WithSecure™, formerly F-Secure Business, is cyber security's reliable partner. IT service providers, MSSPs and businesses - along with the largest financial institutions, manufacturers, and thousands of the world's most advanced communications and technology providers - trust us for outcome-based cyber security that protects and enables their operations. Our AI-driven protection secures endpoints and cloud collaboration, and our intelligent detection and response are powered by experts who identify business risks by proactively hunting for threats and confronting live attacks. Our consultants partner with enterprises and tech challengers to build resilience through evidence-based security advice. With more than 30 years of experience in building technology that meets business objectives, we've built our portfolio to grow with our partners through flexible commercial models.

WithSecure™ Corporation was founded in 1988, and is listed on NASDAQ OMX Helsinki Ltd.